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 Research has indicated that growth mindset development can have a valuable impact on 
the motivation and achievement of traditionally low-achieving students – especially in 
mathematics. Teachers stand to benefit students when they create a classroom environment 
supportive of a growth mindset by offering relevant and supportive feedback. The majority of 
research on feedback, however, has been conducted in either lab settings or through classroom 
interventions and has been restricted to a process vs. product feedback dichotomy. More 
recently, researchers have identified the need for naturalistic, observational studies of teacher and 
student interaction in the classroom context, however, to date, this has been done mainly on 
students in middle school. To address these gaps, the current study used an observational tool 
aimed to describe the kind of feedback teachers give in the early elementary context when 
students are just starting their academic careers.  More specifically, using a sample of 4 recorded 
1st grade mathematics lessons obtained from an online, mathematics, professional development 
website for elementary teachers, I employed Tunstall and Gipps’ (1996) feedback typology to 
examine the quantity and type of feedback given by teachers. Results indicated that teachers 
offer prolific amounts of feedback during whole class math lessons, the majority of which was 
growth-mindset-supportive. The amount of other types of feedback differed drastically by 
teacher and teaching method. The typology offers an improvement over the person/process 
dichotomy and provides a more in-depth understanding of teacher feedback than experimental 
measures. Implications for future research and practice are discussed.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Math Achievement and Attitudes 
Early math achievement is important for later classroom and life success (Claessens & 
Engel, 2013; Duncan et al., 2007; Duncan & Magnuson, 2011; Geary 2013; Hickman, 
Bartholomew, Mathwig, & Heinrich, 2008). Children who have one-standard deviation higher 
math scores at the beginning of kindergarten have math scores that are 0.41 standard deviations 
higher in 1st through 8th grades, on average (Duncan et al., 2007). Claessens and Engel (2013) 
analyzed data from the ECLS-K Cohort database and found that kindergarten math skills predict 
reading, math and science achievement in eighth-grade as well as grade retention throughout this 
time period. Early math achievement has been linked to higher graduation rates and college 
attendance rates (Hickman, et al., 2008; Lee, 2012).  Hickman and colleagues (2008) traced the 
developmental pathways of 119 students from kindergarten through high school and found that 
students who dropped out of high school exhibited lower math (and other subject areas) in 
kindergarten than did high school graduates. They also found that these differences remained 
consistent throughout students’ academic careers. The benefits of math achievement extend 
beyond the school years. Those who pursue a career in mathematics-related fields have a higher 
earning potential than many other fields (Riegle-Crumb, Moore & Buontempo, 2017).  
It is no secret that math education unlocks opportunities for high paying jobs and multiple 
career opportunities for those who major in STEM fields. A report by the US Department of 
Commerce indicated that those in STEM careers earn 29% higher than their non-STEM peers 
(Noonan, 2017). In addition, those who simply have a STEM degree but do not work in a STEM 
occupation still earn on average 12% more than those without a STEM degree (Noonan, 2017). 
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Unfortunately, for students who do not see themselves as being a “math person,” entering a 
STEM major is simply not an option. Young children’s ideas are subject to socio-cultural factors 
and stereotypes even before their achievement is affected – what applies to others (girls aren’t 
good at math) applies to the self (I’m not good at math) (Cvencek, Kapur, & Meltzoff, 2015). 
Sociocultural factors ensure that girls and minority students disproportionately are excluded from 
the STEM track (Riegle-Crumb et al., 2017), therefore cutting them off from promising and 
successful career tracks. Recent statistics show that STEM degrees are 73% male (Riegle-Crumb 
et al., 2017; Snyder & Dillow, 2012). These patterns that cut a significant facet of the population 
off from the possibility of entering a STEM career have been shown to start with the youngest 
children in elementary school (Beilock, Gunderson, Ramirez, & Levine, 2010; Ramirez, Chang, 
Maloney, Levine, & Beilock, 2015; Schenke, Nguyen, Watts, Sarama, & Clements, 2017).  
Predictors of math achievement and attitudes. Multiple researchers have focused on 
math anxiety as an inhibiting factor for students. In general, those who have high math anxiety 
have poor attitudes towards math, low math self-efficacy, a belief that math is not useful and low 
motivation to achieve in math (Hembree, 1990). Math anxiety can lead to a string of correlates 
including low confidence in and enjoyment of math, low motivation in and avoidance of math 
classes, and low achievement in math (Jameson, 2014). Children as young as first grade report 
varying levels of math anxiety, which is linked to decreased math achievement (Ramirez, 
Gunderson, Levine, & Beilock, 2013; Maloney, Ramirez, Gunderson, Levine, & Beilock, 2015). 
Students with math anxiety often enter into what Jameson calls a “negative math perception-
performance spiral” whereby a negative experience with math causes one to avoid it which then 
leads to falling behind in math, feeling insufficient and then more avoidance and negative 
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feelings towards mathematics, thus missing opportunities to improve their skills (Beilock & 
Maloney, 2015; Jameson, 2014).  
A wide body of research shows that there is a sharp divide in math achievement scores 
based on race/ethnicity and SES (Carneiro, Cruz-Aguayo, & Schady, 2017; Duncan & 
Magnuson, 2011). Both Black and Hispanic students enter kindergarten significantly behind their 
white counterparts in math skills (Reardon & Galindo, 2009). Low-income minority students are 
already 2/3 of a standard deviation behind their white, higher income classmates in mathematics 
achievement at the start of kindergarten (Schenke et al., 2017). Carniero et al. (2017) conducted 
a longitudinal study on a cohort of approximately 10,400 Ecuadorian students in kindergarten 
through Grade 2 and found that children whose mothers had a college education had math scores 
that were .52 standard deviations higher than those whose mothers had only a primary school 
education. Studies have not found differences in math attitudes by race/ethnicity and SES (Else-
Quest, Mineo, & Higgins, 2013; Kiwanuka et al., 2017; Riegle‐Crumb, Moore, & Ramos‐Wada, 
2011). 
Child sex also predicts differences in both math achievement as well as in attitudes 
towards math at an early age (Beilock, Gunderson, Ramirez, & Levine, 2010; Carneiro, et al., 
2017; Cvencek et al., 2015). Carneiro, Cruz-Aguayo, and Schady (2017) found that differences 
in math achievement between boys and girls doubled between kindergarten and second grade. 
Interestingly, they found no difference in scores between boys and girls whose mothers had 
completed college, thus indicating that maternal education might have an important role in math 
achievement for girls. A study by Cvencek et al. (2015) investigated whether 1st-, 3rd-, and 5th- 
grade students see themselves as a “math person.” The authors found that stronger implicit math 
self-concepts (a belief about the self; whether “I identify with math”) corresponded with higher 
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math achievement in both boys and girls. However, boys saw themselves as “math people” 
disproportionately more often than girls. Stronger math-gender stereotypes (math = boys) 
correlated with stronger math self-concepts for boys and weaker ones for girls. If girls believe 
that “math = boys” or “math does not = me,” they will likely avoid math as they get older, thus 
potentially increasing the math achievement gap and certainly impacting the proportion of 
women entering STEM fields. Students who see themselves as “math people” have higher 
motivation to achieve at math, pursue math as a course of study, and go into STEM fields, which 
are higher paying than average.  
Ecological factors influencing the development of children’s self-perceptions. Parents 
are in a position to be a strong influence on children’s feelings towards math as well as math 
achievement even before they enter kindergarten (Soni & Kumari, 2017; Maloney et al., 2015; 
Vukovic, Roberts & Green Wright, 2013). Maloney and colleagues (2015) tested whether 
parents’ anxiety about math affects their first- and second-grade children’s feelings towards and 
achievement in math. The authors found that parents with high math anxiety who helped their 
children with their math homework had children with higher math anxiety and lower math 
achievement (Maloney et al., 2015). Surprisingly, those parents with anxiety who did not help 
their children with their math homework did not affect their attitudes or achievement. The 
authors concluded that it might be best for parents who struggle with math anxiety themselves to 
steer clear of helping their children with their math homework. Soni and Kumari (2017) also 
investigated the role of parental math anxiety on their children’s attitudes towards math and math 
achievement. The study was conducted on 595 5th-10th-grade students (10-15 year-olds) and one 
of each student’s parents in India. The authors found that parental math anxiety and attitude 
acted as precursors to their children’s math anxiety and attitudes and influenced their 
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achievement in math as determined by the composite score of a math test from their math classes 
and from a test devised for each grade level by the researchers. Therefore, math anxiety seems to 
be at least partially transmitted by parents to their children at various age levels.  
Starting in kindergarten (and even earlier for those children in daycare and pre-school), 
teachers spend a large portion of the day with children and therefore have the opportunity to 
shape their perceptions. A study by Beilock et al. (2010) showed that female teachers’ anxiety 
about math influenced their female students’ anxiety as well as their achievement over the course 
of a school year. This is a relatively new line of research, however, and more research needs to 
be conducted in this area for any conclusions to be reached regarding the role of teacher math 
anxiety on students. Regardless of the causes of math anxiety, the effects are detrimental to the 
math achievement of students who suffer from it. A child who does not see themselves as a 
“math person” surely will be less motivated to work hard and persist through the challenges of 
learning math. Certainly, a child who does not see themselves as a math person and who believes 
that their status as a non-math person cannot be changed through effort and hard work will 
quickly become de-motivated and continue the cycle of low math achievement. Thus, identifying 
avenues to help students achieve or overcome these anxieties is important. A particularly fruitful 
line of research on growth mindset might help shed light on how adults can help children to do 
just that.  
Growth Mindset  
Growth mindset is the view that effort and experience can lead to an increase in an 
individual’s intelligence. Those with a growth mindset tend to persist through challenges, to see 
challenges as opportunities for growth and learning rather than as a signal to quit, and to use a 
variety of approaches to learning (Dweck, 2007). This, in turn, leads to increased motivation and 
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persistence in academic subjects (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007). Students who see 
math as a challenging subject, but one that they can work hard at and become good at with effort, 
have a growth mindset. Students who think that they are not “math people,” and that one’s 
(math) intelligence is an innate, static entity that cannot be changed regardless of hard work 
(which they view as indicative of limited ability), harbor a fixed mindset. 
Growth mindset has been associated with the development of mastery goal orientations in 
which individuals are focused on improvement, learning and skill mastery rather than receiving a 
good score (Mueller & Dweck, 1998). These students see a challenge or failure as an opportunity 
to work harder in order to learn more. A bad grade is not indicative of their ability but rather a 
signal to put forth more effort, to try new strategies, to seek help, etc. in order to achieve their 
goal of getting better in a subject. In contrast, a fixed mindset has been linked with performance 
goal orientations, which means students focus on successfully completing a task such as getting 
an A on a test (Mueller & Dweck, 1998). Rather than focusing on developing their skills and 
learning, students become mainly focused with looking good in front of others. Working hard to 
master material does not factor into their concept of “innate ability.” Those who find that they 
are not naturally good at a subject such as math and who have a performance goal orientation 
will simply give up easily (Rattan, Savani, Chugh, & Dweck, 2015), shy away from any 
challenges or from taking math altogether if that is a possibility.  
The benefits of growth mindset. Studies have linked a growth mindset with academic 
success both early on (Mueller & Dweck, 1998) and later in their academic careers (Aronson, 
Fried & Good, 2002; Blackwell, et al., 2007; Claro, Paunesku & Dweck, 2016; Good, Aronson 
& Inzlicht, 2003) as well as with later life success (Dupeyrat & Marine, 2005). Growth mindsets 
may be particularly beneficial for students who have traditionally fallen behind in subject areas 
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like math such as underrepresented minorities, students from lower income families, and girls 
and women (Aronson, et al., 2002; Good, et al., 2003; Good, Rattan, & Dweck, 2012; Paunesku, 
2013; Paunesku, et al., 2015). Good and colleagues (2003) investigated whether teaching a group 
of seventh graders about an incremental theory of intelligence over the course of a school year 
would result in higher math and reading test scores at the end of the year. Of the 138 
participating students, only 20% of the participant students were white while 70% qualified for 
free or reduced lunch and 45% were female. The authors found that the gender gap in math 
scores disappeared when the students were mentored about the malleability of the brain (but did 
not disappear in the control group). They did not analyze the math scores for low income or race 
because they were mainly concerned about the traditional gender stereotype in math 
achievement. In addition, all intervention groups (Hispanic, black, low income and female) did 
better on the reading test than in the control group.  
Paunesku et al. (2015) introduced 1,594 students in geographically diverse high schools 
in the US to two 45-minute online modules that taught about the malleability of the brain over 
the course of a semester. One-third of the participating students were most at risk for dropping 
out of high school because they were underperforming. The authors found that these students 
were able to raise their semester grade-point-averages in core academic courses and increased 
the rate at which students performed satisfactorily in core courses by 6.4 percentage points after 
the intervention. These studies demonstrate that the development of growth mindsets in at-risk 
students helps to narrow achievement gaps through increasing students’ persistence, effort, 
adaptive strategies, and making them more resistant to setbacks (Rattan et al., 2015).  
Growth mindset as malleable. Studies have shown that a growth mindset can be taught 
and developed through interventions at various levels of a child’s development (Blackwell et al., 
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2007; O’Rourke, Haimovitz, Ballweber, Dweck, & Popovic, 2014; Paunesku et al., 2015; 
Yeager, Walton, & Cohen, 2013). Blackwell et al. (2007) conducted an intervention study on 91 
seventh-grade students (52% African American, 45% Latino, and 3% White and Asian, 79% of 
whom qualified for free lunch). Over the course of a semester, the researchers engaged students 
in eight 25-minute sessions, once a week during the spring semester. Students in both the control 
group and the experimental group received training in the physiology of the brain, study skills 
and anti-stereotypic thinking. Four of the sessions in the experimental group taught that the brain 
is malleable and that students can grow their intelligence while the control group learned about 
memory and academic issues during those sessions. The growth mindset training improved the 
trajectory of the end-of-semester math grades of students in the experimental group and, perhaps 
more importantly, increased students’ motivation in the classroom according to teacher reports 
(Blackwell, et al., 2007).  
Even more promising, several large-scale studies have shown a variety of improvements 
in student behavior as well as academic outcomes, thus indicating that these interventions can be 
scaled up to reach a large number of students with minimal effort (O’Rourke et al., 2014; 
Paunesku et al., 2015). In a study of 15,000 elementary students, O’Rourke and colleagues 
(2014) engaged students with an educational math video game called Refraction that required a 
knowledge of fractions in which students split lasers in outer space into the correct fractional 
amounts while avoiding asteroids. The experimental group played a version of Refraction that 
directly teaches a growth mindset through the game’s narrative, feedback and incentive structure. 
The control group played a version of the game that provided a neutral mindset and the incentive 
structure found in most educational games. The students in the experimental group persisted 
longer and after more challenges and used more strategies than students in the control group.  
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In another experiment involving over 250,000 students learning math concepts on the 
Khan Academy website, students received growth mindset encouragement. This resulted in an 
increase in the rate at which students successfully solved math problems compared to students in 
a control group who did not receive the encouragement. This increase continued even months 
later (Yeager et al., 2013).  
Research has clearly indicated that growth mindset can be effectively taught through a 
variety of means to students at all age levels. However, only recently have researchers begun to 
explore the natural role of teachers in shaping students’ mindsets within the everyday classroom 
rather than through interventions. In her doctoral research, Sun (2015) utilized quantitative 
survey data and qualitative observational and interview data to investigate the relationship 
between middle school teachers’ classroom practices and their students’ beliefs about math 
ability. The author collected extensive qualitative data over a school year from seven teachers at 
four schools. She conducted 11-13 classroom observations, two structured interviews with 
teachers, and interviews with 6-8 students from each class in order to ascertain the degree to 
which teachers influence their students’ mindsets. Sun grouped teaching practices into four 
categories: 1) how students were sorted, 2) what classroom norms were set, 3) which types of 
math tasks were given and 4) which types of assessment and feedback were provided. She found 
that teachers’ self-reported mindsets were not related to students’ mindsets, however, when 
teachers had a multi-dimensional view of math (i.e., disagreeing with statements such as “there is 
usually only one way to solve a math problem”), students were more likely to have a growth 
mindset. She found that teachers who held multidimensional views of math utilized strategies 
and created classroom atmospheres that endorsed the development of growth mindset in their 
students. These practices included: 1) grouping students with the idea that all students 
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contributed to the mastery of the task and subject; 2) encouraging students to think conceptually 
and use multiple strategies for solving problems; 3) treating mistakes and challenges as part of 
the learning process and thus encouraging perseverance and 4) utilizing formative assessments to 
help students understand what they need to improve as well as allowing multiple attempts at 
assessments (Sun, 2018).  Teachers who had a one-dimensional view of math (i.e., agreeing with 
the previous statement), often used phrases in class that seemed to endorse a growth mindset 
(e.g., encouraging persistence or actually saying the phrase “growth mindset”), but their teaching 
practices often conveyed more of a fixed mindset. Practices that encouraged a fixed mindset 
included only giving students one chance to submit an assignment, ability grouping students 
based on past achievement, setting high expectations for past high achievers and low 
expectations for past low achievers, and publicly praising students for accuracy and speed rather 
than emphasizing the goal of learning or the active struggle (Sun, 2015). The author concluded 
that it is essential for teachers to receive training in the specific practices that foster a growth 
mindset in their students (Sun, 2015). 
Schmidt, Shumow and Kackar-Cam (2015) conducted a small-scale, mixed methods 
study that explored the role of teacher-related variation in the effects of a classroom intervention 
that taught seventh graders that science ability is malleable. Their results indicated that teachers 
play a significant role in the effectiveness of an intervention over the long term; however, their 
small sample size (only two teachers and 160 students participated) was a severe limiting factor 
in their study. Still, this indicates a promising direction for researchers interested in the role of 
teachers in passing along a growth mindset to their students. Other research has also indicated 
that (university) teachers can influence their students’ mindsets (Rattan, Good & Dweck, 2012), 
which in turn could influence both their motivation in the classroom and their academic 
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trajectory. Despite this, more work is needed in this area to ascertain the role of teachers in their 
students’ mindset development, especially in the early years, as children begin to establish their 
academic trajectories. 
How teachers provide feedback that might have an impact on students’ mindsets. 
Given the growing body of research suggesting that a growth mindset can have both motivational 
and academic benefits, educators have become increasingly aware that it is important to include 
a focus on mindset development in classroom practices (Dweck, 2015; Rattan et al., 2015). 
Although there are some programs that have been developed by researchers such as Carol 
Dweck’s Brainology, “validated mindset interventions are not widely known and are not yet 
accessible to educators across the country” (Rattan et al., 723). Despite the increased focus on 
mindset development in classrooms, efforts to increase mindset are not always effective (Dweck, 
2017; Sun, 2018). Indeed, although many schools and educators have adopted a growth mindset 
approach to learning and teaching, they often have an incomplete understanding of the intricacies 
involved with implementing successful practices associated with it in their specific contexts 
(Dweck, 2015). Because it has gained such widespread notoriety, teachers are aware that they 
should be promoting a growth mindset in their classrooms (Dweck, 2015). They can do this by 
encouraging students to focus on learning rather than earning good grades, promoting challenges 
and failure as essential to the learning process and encouraging the use of a multitude of learning 
strategies (Dweck, 2008, 2017). When teachers say they endorse a growth mindset but do not 
follow through in their classroom practices, research has indicated that students develop more of 
a fixed mindset (Sun, 2018).  
Some educators simply equate mindset with effort and encourage students to persist (e.g., 
“Great effort!”; “You tried your best”; Dweck, 2015). This can lead teachers and administrators 
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to encourage students to persevere but not help them to find and develop strategies to 
successfully persist through challenges (e.g., “Let’s talk about what you’ve tried and what you 
can try next”). This can actually have negative ramifications if students are simply told to persist 
and give great effort. If they are already doing these things and they are not being successful, 
they might actually develop more of a fixed mindset as a result (Dweck, 2015).  These misled 
practices are often due, not to a lack of desire to help students develop growth mindset, but 
instead to a lack of knowledge or to incorrect knowledge about what a growth mindset actually is 
and how to help students develop it. Rattan and colleagues (2015) pointed out that teachers lack 
the essential training that they need to encourage growth mindsets and they recommend 
providing training in already existing professional development opportunities.  
There are multiple possible ways that teachers can influence students. Sun (2018) looked 
holistically at teachers’ classroom practices and found that the general atmosphere that teachers 
created in the classroom endorsed the development of a growth mindset. Other researchers have 
looked at the effect more specific classroom practices have on students’ mindset development. 
One line of research has focused on the verbal utterances (known as feedback) that students 
receive from teachers and their influence on students’ mindset development (Cimpian, Arce, 
Markman, & Dweck, 2007; Gunderson et al., 2016; Kamins & Dweck, 1999; Mueller & Dweck, 
1998; Rattan et al., 2012).  Feedback, or how teachers characterize a student’s work, effort, 
successes and failures, has the potential to have a great impact on children’s development of 
growth (or fixed) mindset and is an integral part of how teachers (and parents) communicate with 
children. Because of this, it provides adults an opportunity to help shape children’s mindsets. For 
example, if a teacher continuously characterizes a child’s successes or failures as due to the 
child’s innate abilities, this will likely lead the child to think/feel differently than if teachers 
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attribute those successes to the child’s effort, persistence, or strategy use. Sometimes feedback is 
purposeful and planned, but often it is spontaneous within the course of instruction (Cauley & 
McMillan, 2010).  This is important because most of the research on feedback to date has been 
on purposeful and planned rather than spontaneous feedback. Considering the fact that the latter 
type of feedback is prolific (every teacher uses it every day within the course of instruction), it is 
important that researchers address this type of feedback.  
Person versus process feedback. To understand how feedback affects children’s 
mindsets, researchers have categorized it into two types:  person and process.  Person or trait 
feedback is defined as “evaluating the child's traits or the child as a whole” while process 
feedback is defined as “feedback that is directed at the child's strategies or effort” (Kamins & 
Dweck, 1999). Both types of feedback can be either positive/affirming or negative/constructive. 
Examples of person feedback include “good girl,” “you’re so smart,” “you’re so good at math,” 
and “you’re not a math person.”  Examples of process feedback include “good effort,” “you used 
good reading strategies,” “you worked hard at that math problem,” and “try the problem again 
using another strategy that we learned and I’m sure you’ll get it.” Continued use of one type or 
another of this feedback by a teacher can shape how a child sees their own ability to learn and 
grow skills and knowledge. This, in turn, can shape students’ academic success throughout their 
careers.  
Research has indicated that person feedback has been associated with the development of 
performance goal orientations, while process feedback has been associated with the development 
of mastery goal orientations (Mueller & Dweck, 1998). As noted previously, performance goal 
orientations are linked with a fixed mindset while mastery goal orientations are linked with a 
growth mindset. This indicates that feedback from teachers can play a critical role in the 
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development of a growth mindset. Despite this promising evidence, research on the impact of 
feedback on student learning has been plagued by measurement issues. 
Existing Research on Teacher Feedback and Growth Mindset: Lab Studies and Self-Reports 
Researchers have traditionally attempted to gain an understanding of the way in which 
feedback impacts students’ mindsets in controlled settings (Cimpian et al., 2007; Blackwell et 
al., 2007; Mueller & Dweck, 1998). One way of doing this includes bringing students into a lab 
or other location outside of their classrooms. For example, Cimpian and colleagues (2007) 
investigated whether preschoolers’ reactions to challenges are influenced by whether their 
successes are rewarded with generic praise (commenting on a stable personal trait, e.g., “John is 
friendly”) or non-generic praise (commenting on a specific past event, e.g., “John was friendly at 
the party”). To answer this, they conducted a lab-based study in which 24 four-year-olds acted 
out various scenarios individually using puppets with a researcher. The lab setting meant that 
they were without their classmates or friends and that they received the feedback (praise) from 
an unknown researcher rather than their teacher. It is possible that these missing crucial aspects 
of the classroom environment affected the way that the students reacted to the feedback in some 
way.  
Another common method involves conducting a study within the classroom but based on 
a researcher-planned intervention. For example, Blackwell et al., (2007) offered an eight-week 
workshop to 99 seventh-grade students during the school day, but outside of their class times and 
taught by researchers. The fact that it was taught by researchers changes the dynamic of the 
classroom considerably. The researchers’ primary focus was to answer their research question(s); 
therefore, they most likely focused more attention on aspects of the lesson that addressed those 
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questions than a classroom teacher would given the many other competing goals that teachers 
have throughout the course of the school day/year.  
There are multiple limitations when research on mindset is conducted using pre-planned 
feedback either in lab settings or in controlled interventions. First, researchers pre-plan feedback 
and deliver it in clear and direct ways, however, this neglects to account for the spontaneity and 
context-dependence of the classroom, which affects what, how, and why feedback is given. 
Teachers do not have time to construct elaborate, detailed utterances which are used in the 
scripted language of researchers. Their feedback is often given in the context of a lesson with 
multiple pressures such as thinking about the next step in a lesson, dealing with a group of 
students who are talking and not listening, considering students who need encouragement, etc. 
Therefore, it is likely that the scripted utterances of researchers do not resemble the feedback that 
teachers give or are capable of giving within the fast pace of a classroom.  Also, because 
feedback in these studies is devised by researchers, it imposes researchers’ ideas onto the 
learners.  Teachers, on the other hand, might use very different feedback in the mock scenarios 
or situations that students engage in in these studies (that is, if the scenarios are even relevant or 
realistic to the classroom setting). In Mueller and Dweck’s (1998) study of feedback and mindset 
development on fifth-graders, students completed a set of math problems and then were given 
one of three sets of feedback. The scripted person feedback included the following: “Wow, you 
did very well on these problems. You got [number of problems right]. That’s a really high score. 
You must be smart at these problems” (36). The authors used these scripted feedback utterances 
to draw conclusions about feedback and students’ mindset development as well as achievement.  
Although it is useful to know the difference between person and process feedback and whether 
each leads to motivation and achievement, it is possible that teachers do not actually ever think 
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of telling a student they are smart in this way, or in this context, making the conclusions drawn 
from this study potentially irrelevant for the typical classroom teacher. This is an issue with 
using planned rather than naturally occurring instances of feedback in studies.  
Some researchers have conducted their studies within classrooms rather than lab settings, 
however, this can lead to a new issue: some classroom research relies on self-report measures. 
For example, Shim, Cho and Cassady (2013) conducted a study on 209 teachers to ascertain the 
impact of their teaching goals on the classroom goal structures that they adopt. Their study was 
based solely on a series of Likert-type survey questions that took about 20 minutes to complete. 
Undoubtedly, teachers know that they should be teaching in a way that supports growth mindset. 
Unless participating in frequent reflection, it is difficult to ascertain what we actually do in the 
classroom as teachers. When I have engaged in video reflection of my own teaching practices, I 
am always surprised at things I do and do not do while in front of a class. As such, it is likely that 
teachers might indicate and even believe that they teach in a certain way, while, in reality, their 
practices might be quite different. The ability of an individual to reflect effectively on their own 
behavior and practices has been called into question by researchers previously (Csikszentmihalyi 
& Larson, 1987). An observational study would help to ascertain teacher classroom practices 
more objectively than is possible with self-reports.  
Several studies have moved beyond lab experiments and self-report studies successfully 
to investigate feedback that may promote growth versus fixed mindsets in naturalistic settings 
(Gunderson et al., 2013; Sun, 2018). Gunderson and colleagues (2013) conducted a naturalistic, 
observational study on parents’ feedback in the home of 53 toddler-aged children and their 
caregivers. One of their goals was to characterize the praise that parents offer their children and 
investigate how it compared to the person vs. process praise dichotomy used by other studies. 
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Their results indicated that the feedback used in lab studies might be overly elaborate or too 
restricted to categories. That is, the long utterances used in lab studies such as that listed 
previously from the Mueller and Dweck (1998) study stand in sharp contrast to the pithy 
feedback Gunderson et al. found most in use in their observational study. Examples include, 
“good job,” or “good try.” It must be noted that participants in their study were toddlers, so it 
stands to reason that parents would use more concise and simplistic feedback than early 
elementary teachers, however, it leads to the question of whether teacher feedback is also more 
concise and simplistic than the scripted feedback typically used in lab studies.  
The Current Study 
There is evidence that growth mindset predicts achievement, especially for some 
populations, and that it is teachable. However, the majority of work in this area relies on lab-
based studies, researcher-taught interventions, and self-report approaches to understanding 
mindset. Those naturalistic studies that do exist suggest that actual feedback looks very different 
from feedback in these contrived settings. Unfortunately, there is a lack of research that looks at 
the effects of teachers on students’ growth mindset as well as the feedback that elementary 
teachers give to their students and whether or not it is growth-mindset-supportive. As such, there 
is a significant need to identify, modify, or develop a tool that allows us to investigate 
spontaneous teacher feedback in a natural school-based setting. Thus, the goal of this study was 




CHAPTER 2: METHODS 
 
Data Source 
I obtained video recordings of elementary math lessons from an online website that 
provides a space for educators to view and share resources in an attempt to promote professional 
development in this area of pedagogy.  It is a password-protected site that only members can 
access, but there are no fees or charges associated with membership. The site boasts over 58,000 
members and is maintained by staff at a highly-ranked university in the United States. 
Targeting first-grade classroom lessons.  The site contains videos from all levels of 
elementary education; however, for the purposes of this study, I focused on first grade because it 
is the beginning of elementary school and hence catches children at the beginning of their 
academic careers. This is the time when they learn the rules and expectations of elementary 
school and start producing more of their own work. They start engaging in whole-class lessons, 
learning academic material and are required to show that they have learned that material in 
certain ways. All of these conditions mean that they start receiving feedback on the work that 
they produce and how well they master the academic material.  In essence, this is when students 
are socialized to be students (Perry et al., 2011). Therefore, it is crucial that we take a look at this 
grade level to see how they are being socialized. This developmental stage is ripe for forming the 
foundation for students’ development of mindset.  
Selection of video clips.  A variety of videos exist on the site including very short clips 
of individual student and small group work all the way to complete (minimally edited) lessons 
that are much longer. I chose to analyze the complete, first-grade lessons because they tend to 
include more teacher interaction both with the whole class and with students as they break out 
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and work in small groups and individually than do the shorter clips. In addition, I expected less 
bias from the whole lessons compared with the short clips which may represent the 
videographer’s, the curriculum writer’s, the teacher’s, or some other privileged viewpoint. Of the 
six complete first-grade lessons, I analyzed four. Because of privacy issues associated with 
consent, one of the videos was eliminated from the analysis. I observed and transcribed the 
remaining five lessons, but two of the lessons were taught by the same teacher, so I decided to 
randomly choose one of the clips to analyze so that four lessons and four separate teachers would 
be represented. These lessons were an average of 16:27 minutes (range = 15:06-17:48) with a 
total of 65:49 minutes of data.   
Procedure 
Using a grounded-theory approach (e.g., Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Glaser, 2005) I began 
reviewing videos from the teacher resource site to get a sense of the type of feedback that 
teachers provided. Using my initial impressions as the starting point, I invited other researchers 
to review a clip of one of the videos with me to help shape my ideas of what I was seeing. I met 
with three colleagues for two 15-minute sessions during the first half of a semester. During the 
first meeting, we watched a clip of one lesson together and discussed whether or not there were 
any instances of feedback and whether it would be wise for me to continue with my analysis of 
these lessons. During the subsequent meeting, I provided a transcript of a different lesson and 
asked them to watch the clip with the transcript and to mark any instances of what they 
considered to be feedback. We then discussed the feedback and whether or not it seemed to 
support a growth mindset. There was quite a bit of disagreement and confusion about what 
actually constituted feedback. This preliminary work led to the need to operationalize the 
concept of “feedback” that could influence children’s mindset. Rather than the simple dichotomy 
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that had been used in previous studies (i.e., process vs. product), I saw a need for a typology to 
categorize the kinds of feedback that teachers give so I could understand more fully the scope of 
this feedback. A typology would serve as a classification system allowing for different kinds of 
feedback to be grouped according to their characteristics. Rather than simply grouping feedback 
by whether it comments on a person’s traits (person) or the process they used to complete work 
(process), a typology could include multiple categories and take into consideration more 
characteristics including verbal and non-verbal aspects, emotional undertones, connotation, and 
more. Understanding the kind of feedback that teachers are giving will allow future research on 
the impact of that feedback on students as well as on how teachers can develop their feedback 
more purposefully.  
Identifying a typology for coding classroom feedback. Before going to the effort of 
constructing a new typology, I began by seeing if a useful typology already existed. I found 
several but the most comprehensive was designed by Tunstall and Gipps (1996a), which I used 
as the framework for my coding in this study. They had conducted extensive qualitative research 
on first-grade classrooms to understand the kinds of feedback teachers give to their students as 
well as how children understand and respond to that feedback. Tunstall and Gipps claimed that 
“systematic study in this area can make an important contribution to the conceptual framework 
of the relationship between teaching, assessment and learning” (390).  
Tunstall and Gipps (1996b) discussed feedback in the context of formative assessment, 
which they defined as a “process of appraising, judging or evaluating students’ work or 
performance and using this to shape and improve students’ competence” (186). Within the 
context of the everyday classroom, they referred to formative assessment as “teachers using their 
judgements of children’s knowledge or understanding to feed back into the teaching process and 
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to determine for individual children whether to re-explain the task, to give further practice on it, 
or to move on to the next stage” (186). In other words, teachers use their judgement of children’s 
work to direct them on how to proceed forward to maximize student progress and learning.  
In designing their typology, Tunstall and Gipps (1996a) identified, coded and indexed a 
range of instances of feedback from their data. This included feedback which was: verbal and 
non-verbal; positive or negative; process or product related; based on the use or non-use of 
explicit criteria; directed toward individual children; and part of classroom management. They 
also identified two, broad, organizing principles that allowed smaller categories of feedback to 
be combined.  The first main principle that they used was evaluative, which can be judgmental 
and is personal in nature. The second principle is descriptive, which is related to the child’s 
actual competence or achievement and therefore is more factual in nature. There are two major 
strands within this evaluative to descriptive spectrum: feedback for socialization and feedback 
for assessment. Feedback for socialization expresses how children are expected to work and 
behave in the classroom. An example includes, “I’m only helping people who are sitting down 
with their hands up” (Tunstall & Gipps, 1996a, p. 395). I chose not to focus on socialization 
feedback in the current study because it is not likely linked to mindset development. Therefore, 
the focus of this study is on feedback for assessment as it is likely linked with mindset 
development. Feedback for assessment aims to identify children’s progress in relation to 
successful completion of work or classroom learning.  
Tunstall and Gipps (1996a) further divided feedback for assessment along an evaluative-
descriptive continuum. It can be either positive or negative and can fall into one of two broad 
categories (evaluative vs. descriptive). Positive evaluative feedback can be either rewarding (i.e., 
used to reward children for efforts in work or behavior) or approving (i.e., a warm expression of 
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positive praise). Negative evaluative feedback can be either punishing (i.e., used to separate 
children from the classroom community) or disapproving (i.e., used to convey disappointment at 
lack of effort). On the other hand, positive descriptive feedback can either specify attainment 
(i.e., specifying successful attainment of established criteria) or construct achievement (i.e., 
articulation done in tandem with the student of student achievement). Negative descriptive 
feedback can either specify improvement (i.e., identify areas where children need to engage in 
correcting activities to improve their work or learning) or construct the way forward (i.e., 
suggesting improvement and building ideas for how to do so in tandem with the student). See 
Appendix 1, Figure 1, for an overview.  
Using the typology to describe teacher feedback in a natural setting. This typology 
was satisfactory for several reasons: it was comprehensive enough to cover a wide range of 
feedback occurring in the classroom; it was designed for the exact age group with which I am 
working; and it was much more extensive than the dichotomy that previous researchers had used. 
Because of this last point, it allowed for a different focus on the feedback that occurs in the 
classroom. For example, rather than just thinking of feedback as “process” (i.e., focusing on the 
process a student goes through when completing work) based on the words uttered, this typology 
allows us to look at the connotation of utterances that focus on process but are actually quite 
negative (Disapproving - B2) and could be taken as a condemnation of a child’s character (i.e., 
you don’t give any effort and therefore are lazy) and therefore are not at all growth-mindset-
supportive. Thus, this typology allowed for a broader look at utterances that might be categorized 
incorrectly with just the simple person/process dichotomy.  
After deciding to work with this typology, I returned to the videos and watched a 
sampling of them once through to see if they were relevant and useful. I took notes throughout 
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this process. Once I ascertained that the typology would be useful, at least as a baseline for my 
own coding system, I started more systematically analyzing the videos which contained complete 
mathematics lessons. Each lesson was broken into three or four video clips. I started by watching 
all of the clips (the lesson in its entirety) to identify parts that were especially rich in feedback. I 
then focused on those sections and transcribed them when there were multiple instances of 
feedback. I highlighted the feedback in those sections and labeled them according to the Tunstall 
and Gipps typology. For the clips that only contained two or less instances of feedback, I took 
notes on what was said especially noting and labeling instances of feedback. I then counted all of 
the instances of each type of feedback using the Tunstall and Gipp’s (1996a) typology. Next, I 
analyzed the types of feedback each teacher used. After working with the typology throughout 
this process, I realized that I might be missing some instances of feedback, so I returned to all of 
the clips and transcribed all of them in their entirety. I also checked my original coding of all 
feedback utterances and made adjustments when necessary. 
Linking the typology and growth mindset. As a final step, I coded feedback for 
whether or not it was thought to support growth mindset. Growth mindset has several key 
characteristics. These characteristics include: 1) effort and strategies used; 2) abilities improving 
over time with practice; and 3) mistakes and challenges as a necessary part of learning (Dweck, 
2015). Feedback that fosters these characteristics in children should lead to a growth mindset. 
Many of the feedback utterances in the Descriptive categories exhibit these characteristics. 
Feedback that incorporates effort and strategies used might sound like, "This is extremely well 
explained. If Christopher tells this to somebody else who hasn't seen the experiment, then I'm 
sure they'll know exactly what happened” (Tunstall & Gipps, 1996a, p. 398). An example of 
feedback that encourages students to practice in order to show personal progress is, “Good girl, 
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"a" "t", "at". If you put that sound there, you can make lots of small words—if you put a sound in 
front of the "at"” (Tunstall & Gipps, 1996a, p. 398). Finally, a teacher who gives feedback that 
reinforces that mistakes are necessary to learning might say, “Those words that I've underlined I 
want you to go and find out how to spell them”; “... check them for "ing" 'cos you've done a few 
wrong there” (Tunstall & Gipps, 1996a, p. 399).  
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 
 I analyzed data from the math lessons of four, first-grade teachers that were readily 
available on the teacher resource website. The majority of the feedback that teachers offered to 
their students (66%) was growth-mindset-supportive (See Appendix 4). Of that, 46% promoted 
or applauded achievement (Types C1 and D1) while 20% promoted/encouraged improvement 
(Types C2 and D2) (See Appendix 3). There were no instances found in any of the four lessons 
of Rewarding (Type A1), Punishing (Type A2) or Disapproving (Type B2) feedback. However, 
34% of the feedback offered during these four lessons was Approving (Type B1) (See Appendix 
3).  
The qualitative analysis of all four lessons unearthed several themes which will be 
discussed below. Because these themes overlapped between the lessons significantly, I decided 
to describe in detail the lessons of two of the teachers whose lessons encompass the themes that 
were discovered. To have described the remaining two lessons would have been redundant and 
unnecessary for the purposes of this paper. Thus, following are two case studies of two of the 
teachers in this sample.  
Teacher 1 
Teacher 1 engaged students in a math lesson 16:54 in length. During this lesson, she gave 
a total of 50 utterances that I coded as feedback. The lesson’s focus was on math facts and 
centered specifically on helping students learn to subitize, or instantly to recognize a quantity 
without having to count. The lesson also reinforced that addition and subtraction are related. The 
lesson was divided into three sections. In the first 4:25 called “Math Message,” the teacher 
introduced the topic by asking students to show her different teen numbers represented on double 
ten frames, which are two tables that the students drew on their individual white boards with 10 
boxes in each frame. The teacher gave a direction such as, “show me 15” and the students would 
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have to draw dots into the boxes in each frame to represent the number 15. Most students seemed 
to draw 10 dots in the first frame filling it, and then 5 dots in the second. Some students filled in 
9 and 6 or other combinations. As students filled in their boxes, the teacher went from student to 
student talking with them about their work and soliciting their ideas on how to represent the 
numbers. Sprinkled into these exchanges was feedback from the teacher. Here is an example of 
these individual, or sometimes small-group, exchanges along with the type of feedback that was 
offered according to the typology in parentheses: Instances of feedback are highlighted in bold 
with the type of feedback from the typology included in parentheses: 
T: J, how did you know there were 10? 
S: I made a lot,  
T: [interrupted student] you made it all.  
S: then I made 10. 
T: exactly. (Approving – B1) When it’s all full then it’s 10. (Specifying 
Attainment – C1) And then how many is on here? 
S: 4 and 1.  
T: 4 and 1? So, you see 4 and 1? (Specifying Attainment – C1) Okay, Very good. 
(Approving – B1) 
We can see several examples of Approving (B1) feedback in this exchange, which is 
frequent throughout Teacher 1’s lesson. Utterances such as “exactly” and “good job” serve to 
give instant approval to students of the process they went through to find their answers. It does 
not, however, have the characteristics discussed earlier that are supportive of a growth mindset in 
students (i.e., effort and strategies used, abilities improving over time with practice, and mistakes 
and challenges as a necessary part of learning). We also see several examples of Specifying 
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Attainment (C1) feedback. In both of these examples of C1 feedback, Teacher 1 reinforces that 
this student’s process for reaching her answer is appropriate. The teacher comments on the 
specific strategies that the student used. This type of feedback supports a growth mindset 
(Dweck, 2015).  
In the main “Focus” part of the lesson, which was 9:27 long, Teacher 1 intermixed 
teaching with small group work to help students develop the “making-10 strategy.” She started 
by showing students “quick-look cards” which are two 10-frames with different numbers of dots 
in them. As the name implies, she showed them the “cards” on the board for only a brief 
moment. Then, she asked them what total number they saw represented by the dots. She also 
asked students to share with the class how they came up with those numbers. Students shared 
their various strategies and the teacher gave feedback such as in the following example: 
T: What do you see, V? 
V: um, 10?  
T: you see 10? Can you tell me what numbers you see? 
V: um, 6 and a 4. 
T: Ooooh, a 6 and a 4?! Very nice! (Approving – B1) So she saw 6 plus 4 
equals 10. (Constructing Achievement – D1) Is there something else she 
could’ve done? (Constructing Improvement – D2) B?  
B: I moved the 1 to the other side and it was 5 plus 5. 
T: so, you moved this to here? 
B: no, I moved the bott-, that one to the other side.  
T: Oh, ok, so you moved this to the other side, and you saw 5 and 5. 
(Constructing Achievement – D1) Very good! (Approving – B1) 
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We can see in this exchange that the teacher again used an abundance of Approving (B1) 
feedback to encourage students. She also used Constructing Achievement (D1) feedback. This 
feedback was addressed to the student in front of the entire class, which is a feature of Type D 
feedback, whereas in the previous exchange it was just with an individual student. Also, the 
teacher did not comment on whether the strategy was correct or not, but rather seemed to be 
gathering multiple ideas on how to solve this problem. This encouragement of various strategies 
is likely supportive of a growth mindset (Dweck, 2015) because it teaches students that there are 
multiple ways to approach a problem and that the focus should be on the process not the product. 
Likewise, in the second example of Constructing Achievement (D1) feedback, the teacher 
appeared to be adopting the role of a facilitator, encouraging sharing of new strategies. Once 
again, this sharing of a variety of strategies is supportive of a growth mindset (Dweck, 2015).  
After one student shared his/her ideas, Teacher 1 tended to encourage other students to 
share their ideas, as in the following:  
T: “Ok so he says I see 8 and I see 2 and I know 8 plus 2 is 10. Is there 
something else that he could have done? (Constructing Improvement – D1) 
Is there something else that maybe you have done? B?”  
Once again, we see an example of Constructing Achievement (D1) feedback when the 
teacher affirmed that the student’s strategy was a relevant one. The public nature of the feedback 
as well as the collaborative nature of the teacher’s utterance classifies this as D1. Once again, we 
see that the teacher went on to encourage the use of a variety of strategies and that she implied 
the efficacy of this strategy by reinforcing it in front of the class, but also implied that there are 
other equally appropriate strategies through asking what others had done, thus likely supporting a 
growth mindset.  
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Throughout the lesson, perhaps because of the encouraging nature of the teacher’s 
feedback, students were eager to share their ideas. Many of them would throw their hands in the 
air waiting to be called on as soon as she asked for participation.  
Her feedback was not always directed at students who used appropriate strategies, 
however. In the following example, we can see her giving a student feedback that is meant to 
help him improve his reasoning: 
T: I made 8 and 7. So, how could I have made this to make it easier? 
 
S: you could’ve added 4 more 
T: added 4 more where? Hm, let’s think about that. (Constructing 
Improvement – D2) (student looks stumped) Let’s think about that and then 
raise our hand. Ok? 
Despite the fact that the feedback indicated the student got the answer “wrong,” it was 
given in a way that encouraged the student to think about his mistake and to try again. This focus 
on mistakes as an opportunity for learning encourages a growth mindset (Dweck, 2015).  
Teacher 1 broke this lesson up by posing a new problem, 8 + 2 + 5 = ?. She asked 
students to break into partners and discuss how they would solve this problem using the ten 
frames. In the following excerpt, she joins one pair to help them:   
S1: 8 plus 2 plus 5 equals 15 
T: okay, but how? How does it equal 15? (Constructing Improvement – 
D2)  
S1: put 8  
T: ok 
S1: and 2 more plus 5 more on the other side equals 15 
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T: do you agree with him? Yeah? Ok, so put 8 on one side then the 2 on that 
same side and that equals how much?  
S1: 15 
T: does 8 plus 2 equal 15? (Specifying Improvement – C2) 
S1: no. 10 
T: 8 plus 2 equals 10 and then I have 5 on the other side. Got it. Thanks 
for helping me because I wasn’t sure. (Constructing Achievement – D1) 
By adopting the role of a fellow learner, the teacher positioned herself to help the students to 
voice their own strategies in a way that encouraged and supported their learning. She helped 
them to think through and verbalize the processes and strategies they used while solving their 
problems, which is indicative of growth mindset-supportive teaching practices (Dweck, 2015) 
and feedback. 
After the guided-class portion and partner work, Teacher 1 moved the class onto her 
second topic which was recording the making-ten strategy, in which students connected the 
making-ten strategy to number sentences. She wrote number sentences (such as 9 + 5 = ?) on the 
board and asked them to figure out how to solve them using their ten frames. Students then 
shared their ideas for how to solve the number sentences such as in the following exchange:  
T: B, can you tell me how you thought of your answer, please?  
B: I took one from the 5 equals 10 and then you have 4 left equals 14.  
After each student shared their ideas, Teacher 1 would demonstrate their strategy on the 
board. So, for this example, this looked like this: 
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T: Alright, so let me fill this one up with 9, alright? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 
But now I have 5 so L had the idea of putting the 5 over here but B’s idea 
is well why don’t we take 1 away from here, so this would become 4, the 1 
would go over here, and this would become 10, then I would have 4 to put 
over here and what’s 10 plus 4? (Constructing Achievement – D1) 
Everyone with T: 14! 
This example shows that Teacher 1 provided positive feedback to B in front of the 
whole class saying her strategy use (“B’s idea”) was a good one, which is important for 
growth mindset development (Dweck, 2015). It is less clear from this clip if she was 
giving indirect negative feedback to L about their strategy use (it is unclear from the 
video who L was or when they gave this strategy). Likewise, was Teacher 1 saying that 
L’s strategy was less efficient than B’s or that it was simply another way of doing it? It is 
examples like these that show that teachers are constantly giving feedback to children 
about their strategy use in solving problems in math lessons even when the feedback is 
not explicit. It also highlights the limitations of using pre-edited video for research. We 
cannot ask the teacher or even go back and find it in the recording because the segment of 
interest was edited out.  
In the last 3:02 deemed “Practice” time, Teacher 1 guided a small group of her students 
through practice activities using their iPads while sitting on the carpet. The video showed her 
interaction with two students in particular. One student struggled with knowing how to solve the 
problems, so she helped him figure out strategies. The second student showed his completed 
answers to the teacher and she focused on his answer to the question about how he solved his 
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addition and subtraction problems. The teacher helped him by using guided questions as is 
evident in the excerpt below:  
T: It says how did you solve these, B. So, you’ve got to explain, right, on 
how you solved them. 
B: I subtracted. 
T: You subtracted? What did you subtract?  
B: I subtracted 9 and then I have…I subtract…I subtracted those. 
T: Okay, then that’s how you solved them, you just did takeaway? But for 
9+2, you didn’t subtract, you what? (Specifying Improvement – C2) 
B: Added 
T: You added. So, when you solved those did you just subtract?  
B: No. 
T: No, is there something that you could’ve used or something that you 
could’ve seen on your problems that would’ve helped you? (Specifying 
Improvement – C2) 
B: (shrugs) 
T: I don’t know either, that’s why I’m asking you! Why don’t you look? Is 
there something that they all kind of have the same or is different or is 
something that they all kind of share. What did you use? (Specifying 
Improvement – C2) 
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B: I used all the same numbers.  
T: Ooooooh. Interesting. (Approving – B1) Why don’t you finish writing that 
and I’ll check it on my iPad later and then log out.  
This excerpt shows how the teacher skillfully guided the student to a metacognitive 
understanding of how he solved his problem. Throughout this clip, she used Type C2 feedback 
(Specifying Improvement) to help indicate to this student what he specifically needed to improve 
in his process of thinking about the problem to understand how he solved his problem. Not just 
in this excerpt, but as we can see throughout the lesson, the teacher focused students’ attention 
on the how of what they were learning. This focus inherently led to feedback that was on the 
strategies that students used. It is also apparent that she tried to help students use the most 
efficient strategy, which she did throughout the lesson, despite acknowledging and 
encouraging a variety of strategies for solving problems.  
When considering Teacher 1’s feedback within the Tunstall and Gipps (1996) typology, 
we can see from Figure 2 that she used an abundance (44%) of Approving (B1) feedback. She 
also used a considerable amount of Constructing Achievement (D1) (32%) feedback. She used a 
smattering of the other three types of descriptive feedback (Constructing Improvement – D2) 
(12%), Specifying Achievement (C1) (6%) and Specifying Improvement (C2) (6%), as can be 
seen in Figure 2. Teacher 1 did not use any of Types Rewarding (A1), Punishing (A2) or 
Disapproving (B2). Of her 50 feedback comments to students, 56% of them were supportive of 
growth mindset, as can be seen in Figure 3.  
To summarize, Teacher 1’s feedback encouraged the use of a variety of strategies in 
order to solve the problems in this lesson, although there was a general encouragement to use the 
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strategies that are most efficient or logical. She encouraged students to view mistakes as an 
opportunity for learning and practice in order to show individual progress. Her feedback was 
overwhelmingly growth-mindset-supportive with a sizable amount of encouraging feedback 
(which is not itself growth-mindset-supportive) sprinkled in, often in tandem with growth-
mindset-supportive feedback. She incorporated opportunities for students to work individually, 
in small groups and as a whole class, which maximized the amount of time for developing 
individual strategies as well as for teacher feedback.  
Teacher 2 
I analyzed clips totaling 16:01 minutes in length from a math lesson taught by Teacher 2. 
During this lesson, she gave a total of 16 utterances that I coded as feedback. The lesson’s focus 
was on writing number models with an unknown and drawing mathematical pictures to represent 
a number story.  
The lesson was divided into three sections. In the first 5:30 minutes called “Representing 
a Number Story,” the teacher introduced the topic with the prompt, “draw a picture of some girls 
and some boys.” Using the projector, she showed the students how she drew three girls and two 
boys and then had them draw “some” of each on their own papers. She then prompted them to 
“fill in the number model to show what you drew.” On their sheets, they had a fill-in-the-blank 
number model that said “___ girls + ___ boys = ___ children in all.” She filled in her number 
model on the projector by writing “3 girls + 2 boys = 5 children in all.”  She then had them write 
number models that represented their pictures. She chose a student’s work to model to the class 
on the projector (how she chose him was not included in the recording). With the student, R, 
standing next to her, she walked students through his work. Below is a transcript of the 
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interaction. Throughout the discussion, R received feedback regarding his work. Some was 
directly given to him and some was indirectly expressed through her discussion with the class.  
T: (to whole class) Alright. This is (aside to R) excellent drawing 
(Approving – B1) (to whole class) R’s drawing. So, he told me he has three 
girls and three boys. Is this accurate? (snaps her fingers) 
Class: Yes. 
T: Is this accurate? (snaps her fingers again)  
Class: (more loudly) Yes!  
T: Ok, I know that these are three girls because he kind of drew them the 
same way that I did, and these must be the three boys. (Specifying 
Attainment – C1) Let’s look at his number model at the bottom. It says three 
girls (sorry) three girls plus three boys equals six children in all. Is that 
correct? 
Class: Yes. 
T: So, I’m going to write that number model. 3 + 3 = 6. His picture, if I 
were to count that, I should get that number 6. Hold on, let me track to 
make sure that all scholars have their pencils to the side. If you have your 
pencil in their hand, please put it down. You have 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0. So, if I 
count this, I should get six. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. So I got that right amount. 
(Specifying Attainment – C1) Thank you, R, for sharing that with the class.  
 Immediately, we see one instance of Approving (B1) feedback. This was likely offered 
because she was displaying his work for the class and she wanted to affirm that it was a good 
example. This was one of only two instances of Approving (B1) feedback in the entire lesson and 
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was used strategically. This teacher did not offer it to students freely. The use of Approving (B1) 
feedback can be useful for encouraging students when used sparingly, however, according to the 
typology, it does not foster a growth mindset. The other two instances of feedback in this excerpt 
were coded as Specifying Attainment (C1) because they provided detailed criteria that the student 
had met. In addition, his work was contrasted with the teacher’s model. I did not label these 
instances as Constructing Achievement (D1), despite the public nature of their usage because 
they were not given collaboratively in cooperation with the student. They were growth-mindset-
supportive, however, because of the detailed, positive discussion of his process (Dweck, 2015).   
After sharing R’s example, Teacher 2 wrote down his number model in front of the class 
and asked students to think critically about it as the following excerpt shows:  
T: What does this number (pointing to the answer in the number model) tell 
me? What does the 6 tell me? Wow one hand. More hands are going up. 
What does THIS number tell me? I need you. I need you. (said softly to two 
students as she nudges them with her feet to get their attention) What does 
this number tell me? D?  
D: That tells you that 3 + 3 = 6.  
T: So, this number tells me what? 
D: That 3 + 3 = 6. 
T: Ok, who can add on to that? It does tell me that 3 + 3 = 6, but what does 
that mean? In my number model? (Specifying Improvement – C2) A? 
Track A, D.  
A: D, that… is the total of the girls and boys. 
T: D, what does that tell you?  
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D: That tells you the total of the of the…the girls and the boys.  
T: Excellent. (Approving – B1) In just a moment, we’re going to be going 
back to our seats and working on another problem.  
Teacher 2 used Specifying Improvement (C2) feedback to help D understand her question 
because his response apparently did not get at the question that she wanted to be answered. She 
acknowledged that he was correct in what he said, but then clarified that she wanted to know 
something different. She enlisted the help of another student and then asked D to share the 
correct answer, thus allowing him to answer successfully.  This is growth-mindset-supportive 
because it encouraged him to try again and not just give up (Dweck, 2015). After D answered 
successfully, Teacher 2 offered the second (and only other) piece of Approving (B1) feedback to 
D. This was a potentially embarrassing situation, so she may have wanted to encourage him with 
Approving (B1) feedback. Again, we see this teacher using Approving feedback strategically and 
sparingly in this lesson.  
Teacher 2 ended the intro portion of the lesson by summarizing what they did and 
explaining what they were going to have to do in the next portion of the lesson, which was to 
draw a picture and write a number model.  
In the next clip, which was 1:49 minutes long, Teacher 2 introduced a story problem and 
asked students to work it out on their own. She then went around and facilitated as students 
worked individually, however, none of the teacher-student interaction was included in the 
recording. The clip ended with the teacher summarizing her thoughts on how well the 
students worked, as is shown below: 
T: So, today, we practiced this rule #1. It says make sense of a problem and 
persevere in solving them. We talk about persevering all the time, pushing 
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through a really difficult problem and I think a lot of you did a really 
good job today of pushing through some tough work (Specifying 
Attainment – C1). Another thing that I saw you did, a lot of us were 
modeling with mathematics. We drew pictures to help us solve a problem 
(Specifying Attainment – C1).  
This feedback to the entire class is interesting because it shows that the teacher 
clearly focused on growth-mindset-supportive ideas, rules of conduct, and feedback, not 
just in these clips, but in her classroom in general. This was indicated when she said, “We 
talk about persevering all the time…”. We have to trust that what she said was accurate 
and not influenced by the cameras in her classroom. The idea of persevering when 
solving problems, pushing through challenges, seeing challenges and failure as a chance 
for growth, and using a variety of strategies to achieve our goals are all things she 
pointed out that they did well and are all core components of a growth mindset (Dweck, 
2015).  
In the final clip, which is 8:42 minutes long and served as a “reengagement” lesson 
(which tries to solidify the material for those students who understand it and help students who 
do not to understand better), the teacher engaged students to help them improve their drawings 
and number models. The teacher began this lesson by summarizing what they learned in the 
previous days’ math lesson (drawing a picture and matching it to a number model). She then put 
the picture and number model on the board “Nine birds sitting in a tree. Some flew away and 
five stayed” and then had students come up to the front of the room to physically act out the 
number model for the problem. Next, she asked a student to share with the class her strategy for 
working out the problem. Teacher 2 then showed several anonymous student examples and asked 
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for the class to give feedback on the students’ work. The clip ended with Teacher 2 explaining 
the instructions for independent work so that students could work individually at their desks. 
They needed to fix a piece of work so that the number model matched the picture and then tell 
the answer for how many birds flew away. The second part of the work was their own work from 
the previous day that they were instructed to improve. This focus on improving one’s own work 
is growth-mindset-supportive in that it encourages mastery and gives opportunity for 
improvement and growth rather than forcing students who did poorly the first time to move onto 
new material without mastering this material first (Dweck, 2015). This is compatible with Type 
D feedback in that it focuses on comparing with previous work, learning, moving forward and 
improving one’s development over time.  
The part of this clip that is richest in feedback is the portion where the teacher 
presented anonymous examples of students’ work and elicited/gave feedback about their 
answers. There are several possibilities for interpretation of the efficacy of this type of 
feedback. It could be that students recognized their own work and therefore the feedback 
was also recognized as being meant for them. However, it could also be that some or all 
students whose work was presented anonymously did not realize that it was their work 
and therefore did not take the feedback directly. Regardless, the feedback is interesting in 
and of itself because it is indicative of the kind of feedback that the teacher gave at other 
times in her class, perhaps to individual students, so it is still useful to consider in this 
analysis even though we cannot ascertain whether individual students received it as their 
own.  
Below is an example of the teacher leading the students through an analysis of a 
classmate’s work. She first asked the class what they noticed. When a student focused on what 
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was missing, she focused the class’ attention on what was successful about it first and then 
followed up with what could be improved. This fosters a growth mindset because it focuses 
students’ attention on what specific strategies were used that were successful (Dweck, 2015). 
This is exciting to see because she gave constructive and detailed feedback to the student who 
did the work that 1) they did some things well and 2) there was some room for improvement and 
then explained how to do it. She did this in a way that also taught the other students and allowed 
them to have a hand in constructing this knowledge.  
T: Alright, I’m going to show you the first piece of work and I want you to 
tell me what you notice. What do you notice? 
S: I notice that they forgot to write a number model, because if you don’t 
write a number model, they maybe not recognize… 
T: Ok, so that was part of our job yesterday, right? So, what we were 
supposed to do was draw a picture. Did this scholar draw a picture?  
Class: yes 
T: Did this scholar draw a picture?  
Class: YES! 
T: Yes, (Specifying Attainment - C1) (This line is combined with the few T 
turns that came before it leading up to it) let’s make sure it matches our 
number story. Let’s make sure it matches our number story. So, these must 
be the birds that flew away and she even wrote in her answer “four birds 
flew away.” (Specifying Attainment- C1) So if I were to fix this scholar’s 
work up, (aside to a student “3, 2, 1”) If I were to fix this scholar’s work 
up and add a number model, what would my number model look like? 
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(Specifying Improvement – C2) Can someone come up and write the number 
model for me?  
Above we saw how the teacher set up the elicitation of feedback, but we did not 
see how she dealt with it when constructive feedback was given. Below is an example of 
the teacher eliciting feedback from students about a classmate’s work and the teacher 
corroborating the feedback that students gave: 
T: Ok, let’s look at this one. What do you notice? Hands up. I need some 
help making sense of this problem. It said some flew away and then it said 
how many stayed, A?  
A: 5 
T: 5 stayed (Specifying Attainment – C1) So, should I take away five?  
Ss: No!  
T: Why not? Why should I not take away 5? Does that tell me how many 
flew away?  
Ss: no. 
T: No! So, he took away 5 thinking that’s how many flew away but 
actually in the problem it says 5 birds stayed. So, these are the birds that 
stayed and the 4 should represent how many what? Flew… (snaps her 
fingers) (Specifying Improvement – C2)  
Ss: away 
T: flew away.  
We can see that Teacher 2 models students’ work and leads the class in a 
discussion of the merits and areas for improvement. We see that she gave a detailed 
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description of where the student whose work is on display needs to improve, while still 
engaging the entire class in the process.  
This strategy of giving feedback through anonymous examples from the class 
allowed the teacher to further the understanding of the entire class while still providing 
feedback to individual students. Even if students did not realize that a piece of work was 
their own, it is likely that the focus on specific problems meant that they still had a better 
understanding of what they needed to improve and what they did successfully from the 
discussion in class. Research indicates that students are more willing to give feedback when it 
is given anonymously and that it is taken in a more receptive way when received anonymously 
(Bergstrom, Harris, & Karahalios, 2011; Lu & Bol, 2007). We also see that she did not offer 
the Approving (B2) feedback that was so prevalent in Teacher 1’s style, perhaps because 
the student whose work that was being corrected was anonymous and therefore there was 
no need or because of her own personal teaching style.  
Teacher 2 not only used a different style of giving feedback than Teacher 1, but also gave 
very different amounts of feedback as can be seen in Figure 4. Teacher 2 used only one-third of 
the total amount of feedback that Teacher 1 used. This is largely due to the fact that she only 
used 2 instances of Approving (B1) feedback while Teacher 1 used 22 instances of it.  
Of Teacher 2’s 16 instances of feedback, 14 were growth-mindset-supportive (see Figure 
5) as compared with Teacher 1 who used 50 total instances of feedback, 28 of which foster a 
growth mindset. As mentioned, this could be attributed to the fact that Teacher 2’s lesson was set 
up through the use of anonymous examples rather than Teacher 1’s style of asking for student 
volunteers offering their own answers as examples. In the former, there was no overly 
encouraging feedback (Approving – B1) meant to boost the students’ self-confidence. When 
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constructive feedback was offered, it was offered anonymously, rather than directly to one 
individual student therefore potentially lessening the impact of the negative aspect of the 
feedback and concomitantly lowering Approving (B1) feedback. Indeed, in two instances when 
she did ask for student volunteers, Teacher 2 offered Approving (B1) feedback. So, we see 
several strategies for offering feedback. In the end, each type might be used by both teachers 
depending on the organization of the lesson: more Approving (B1) feedback used when a teacher 
solicits student volunteers to share their work and less when anonymous student work is used. 
Research into the differences between implicit (what I am terming feedback to an anonymous 
student) and explicit (what I am calling feedback given openly to a volunteer) has been 
conducted within the realm of the second language classroom. A meta-analysis conducted on 
fifteen second language classroom-based studies (N= 827) indicated that both implicit and 
explicit feedback aimed at improving learners’ language development were similarly effective 
(Lyster & Saito, 2010). Although this context is clearly quite different from the context of the 
current study, it indicates that both contexts identified in this study (volunteer vs. anonymous) 
might be similarly successful at supporting students’ development.  
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 
 
When giving feedback, teachers analyze and respond to a student’s progress. When 
feedback is deep and thorough, teachers link current work and engagement with past 
accomplishments and future goals. In this way, teachers process and understand their students’ 
learning and how they can help them to progress. With this in mind, the purpose of the current 
naturalistic, observational study was to investigate the feedback that first-grade teachers offer 
students in a natural setting, that of the math lesson within the first-grade classroom. Doing so 
allowed me to begin to understand how teachers interact with students and what type of feedback 
they offer during the course of a whole class math lesson. A secondary goal was to employ an 
existing typology to determine its utility, with an eye towards comparing it to research relying on 
the current person/process dichotomy. To this end, I adapted a typology developed by Tunstall 
and Gipps (1996) to analyze feedback in a more comprehensive manner than what has been done 
in previous, tightly controlled experimental studies. I used this typology to analyze five recorded 
math lessons of five first-grade teachers.  
Results suggest that teachers offer prolific amounts of feedback during whole-class 
instruction. Overwhelmingly, the feedback in the current data set was growth-mindset-
supportive. That feedback varied by teacher and teaching practice, with some teachers offering 
more Approving (B1) feedback, which appeared to encourage students in addition to the growth-
mindset-supportive feedback that they offered. Results of this analysis indicate that the typology 
offers an improvement over the person/process dichotomy and that the analysis of recorded 
lessons offers a more in-depth understanding of teacher feedback than lab-based or self-report 
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measures. There are, however, limitations to the typology. Conclusions are discussed below 
within the context of these limitations.  
 
The Typology 
With the growing body of research on growth mindset over the years, our understanding 
of this concept and how it affects students has evolved, however, researchers have not yet looked 
at feedback through the lens of this refined understanding. To this end, I set out to analyze 
teacher feedback using the Tunstall and Gipps (1996) typology and found that this tool is more 
comprehensive than the person/process dichotomy that was previously utilized in research. It 
allowed me to determine that teachers use a greater variety of feedback than just person/process. 
This broader understanding of the kinds of feedback that teachers use indicates that the 
dichotomy is limiting and therefore a tool like the typology is important.  
An improvement over the dichotomy. Person and process feedback tends to focus only 
on the content of an utterance. Person feedback addresses a person’s traits (i.e., intelligence) 
while process feedback concerns the process a person engages in while completing a task (i.e., a 
person’s effort or strategies) (Dweck, 2017). In this framework, no mention is made of other 
aspects of feedback such as the affect a teacher uses when giving it to students. This is restrictive 
because process feedback that simply addresses a child’s lack of effort must be categorized as 
Disapproving (B2) according to the typology, which is not supportive of a growth mindset even 
though that same feedback should be supportive of a growth mindset according to the 
dichotomy. For example, Disapproving feedback (B2) is used to express a teacher’s 
disappointment in the lack of effort that a student has exerted (e.g., “You didn’t give any effort at 
all! Throw it in the bin and we’ll sort it out later”). The focus on effort or lack thereof would 
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categorize this type of feedback as process according to the dichotomy and would therefore be 
linked to growth mindset. It is also possible that this feedback would not be categorized as 
growth mindset but it is impossible to know because negative feedback of this nature is not 
mentioned in the literature on lab-based or targeted classroom interventions. I assert that this 
type of feedback does not have the characteristics that would make it constructive for growth 
mindset development (focus on specific strategies used, encouragement to practice in order to 
show personal growth and recognition of challenges and failure as a part of learning). Simply 
mentioning a child’s effort or lack thereof (especially in a disappointed, personal manner) but not 
following through with any constructive feedback to help the child move forward, will no doubt 
lead to the child feeling helpless and that they cannot change for the better. This could lead to 
more of a fixed mindset as previous researchers have indicated (Dweck, 2015; Sun, 2018). 
Utilizing the typology rather than the dichotomy allows for a wider range of feedback which 
occurs in the classroom but not in pre-planned studies to be discussed and understood more 
accurately (as not being growth-mindset-supportive). In addition, it allows for an understanding 
of negative feedback that has the characteristics that support growth mindset development such 
as focusing on constructive aspects of students’ development. This makes the typology more 
comprehensive than the simple dichotomy. 
Revision of the typology. Despite its strengths, the typology would also benefit from 
some revision. It is tempting to revise the typology to only include growth-mindset-supportive 
feedback. However, analysis of the use of evaluative feedback (not supportive of a growth 
mindset) led to a deeper understanding of what purpose this type of feedback plays in the context 
of whole-class math lessons.  
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Learning that some teachers use an abundance of Approving (B1) feedback often 
combined with growth-mindset-supportive feedback or in situations that are threatening to an 
interlocutor’s confidence and therefore require more encouragement (e.g., presenting work to the 
whole class), helped to understand the general dynamics of the lessons as well as the classroom 
environment as a whole. In fact, encouraging students in front of their peers, which helps to 
promote a positive classroom atmosphere and perhaps, when coupled with the more descriptive 
feedback, does encourage growth mindset development. Therefore, it is beneficial to keep 
evaluative feedback in the typology. But, because of the lack of evaluative feedback in categories 
A1, A2 and B2 in this data set, it is recommended that the typology be simplified by collapsing 
Types A and B into two categories: Positive Evaluative (e.g., “good job”) and Negative 
Evaluative (e.g., “I’m so disappointed in you”). This would allow for the possibility of usage of 
all types of Evaluative feedback in other teachers’ classrooms, despite the fact that it did not 
show up in the current study’s data, but would also simplify coding since preliminary analysis 
indicated a lack of variety in these categories. In addition, because of the occasionally complex 
nature of distinguishing the four types of feedback within the Descriptive categories, and 
because, for the purpose of our needs, it is not necessary to have this distinction, it is also 
recommended that categories C and D be collapsed into two categories: Positive GMS (growth-
mindset-supportive) (e.g., “M has used what we learned last week in class to solve the problem”) 
and Constructive GMS (e.g., “try it again using what you just told me”). These two categories 
should be simplified to look only for characteristics that are indicative of growth mindset such 
as: effort and strategies used; abilities improving over time with practice; and mistakes and 
challenges as a necessary part of learning. This will help researchers understand how teachers 
use feedback in other classrooms to support (or not) a growth-mindset.  
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A more holistic approach. Another difficulty in using this typology was that it did not 
always capture other aspects of teaching and the lessons that are growth-mindset-supportive but 
are not reflected in the feedback. For example, Teacher 2 often asked the students to provide 
feedback to their classmates in her math lessons rather than always providing it herself. This 
likely fosters a growth mindset because the feedback offered had the characteristics previously 
discussed that are growth-mindset-supportive and they were clearly met by approval from the 
teacher (otherwise, she likely would have corrected them or offered her own appraisal). 
However, because it was offered by the students and not the teacher, it could not be categorized 
as teacher feedback according to the Tunstall and Gipps (1996) typology.  This can be addressed 
by focusing more holistically on all aspects of the teacher lesson and environment as Sun (2015, 
2018) did in her naturalistic, observational study of middle-school classrooms. Sun focused on 
four aspects of the classroom environment: how students were sorted, what classroom norms 
were set, which types of math tasks were given, and which types of assessment and feedback 
were given (Sun, 2015) While Sun’s holistic approach to her investigation was an improvement 
over previous research, she only offered a very cursory overview of teacher feedback and her 
other categories. It is now for future research to look at each of these categories more in-depth 
(Sun, 2018). If these four topics were investigated along with the revised typology, a very 
comprehensive understanding might be gained of what classroom practices encourage a growth 
mindset in students.  
Yet another limitation of the typology is that, at times, the typology says that feedback 
fosters a growth mindset, but other aspects of the context make the feedback not so supportive. 
For example, when a student did not provide an answer that was appropriate for the question the 
teacher had asked, Teacher 2 told the student to listen to another student’s answer.  The feedback 
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that the teacher offered the first student was in the form of Specifying Improvement (C2), 
however, having another student give the “right” answer, which is one possible way the 
corrected student could perceive it, could be detrimental to his self-esteem rather than helpful. 
Indeed, according to Sun (2018), this example would be classified under the “sorting” category 
as being encouraging of a fixed mindset and I agree. Once again, we see that providing crucial 
context on the typology itself could help to weed out potentially unhelpful feedback such as in 
the example of B2 feedback given earlier. Another way to address this issue is by asking the 
students how they actually perceive the feedback that they receive from their teacher, although 
this is difficult to accomplish because of the lag time between the feedback and when it would be 
possible for researchers to talk to the students.  
Additional Considerations for Studying Feedback  
Feedback for Improvement. One noticeable piece that is missing from this data is how 
teachers deal with student error and failure in front of the class. While there were some instances 
of Types C2 (e.g., “It’s labelled nicely but you could’ve explained it more”) and D2 (e.g., “Are 
you happy with your work? What might you do next time?”) feedback in the data, they were not 
nearly as abundant as their positive counterparts (C1 and D1). This begs the question of how 
teachers actually help students through failure or challenges when they share their strategies for 
answering math problems in front of their classmates. In a comparative study between 
elementary math teachers in the U.S. and China, Schleppenbach, Flevares, et al., (2007) found 
that the U.S. teachers in their study made more statements about errors than the Chinese teachers, 
who asked more follow-up questions about errors. How a teacher deals with student 
challenges/failures in front of the class has the potential for impacting how students feel about 
math in general and their own abilities specifically.  
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It is also possible that, because these data were recorded, that teachers (either explicitly or 
without even realizing it) wanted to call on the students who they know could provide a “right” 
answer and therefore there were not many instances of feedback that helped students through 
challenges. This is a limitation of the study, not the typology. Unfortunately, it is difficult to get 
around this situation when conducting this type of qualitative research. Even having just an 
observer with no camera would likely influence the teacher in a similar fashion. Another 
possibility is that teachers always tend to call on students who get right answers during whole-
class lessons to keep the lesson moving.  
Dealing with failure or challenges is a critical aspect to developing a growth mindset. If 
this finding that teachers do not give much Type C2 and D2 feedback in whole class lessons is 
validated by future research, it might be beneficial for researchers to look at how we can 
encourage teachers to create an environment that is truly welcoming of challenges and even 
failure in front of the whole class so that all students can benefit from the feedback and 
encouragement offered during those times in order to more fully foster a growth mindset. 
Teachers need to be encouraged to help students see mistakes/failures/challenges as acceptable 
and therefore of sharing in front of the class in a non-face threatening environment for the benefit 
of all students’ learning.  
Feedback for anonymous vs. volunteer students. Research would need to be conducted 
in order to conclude whether there is a qualitative difference in the teacher feedback offered to 
students who volunteer to share their work in the whole class setting versus feedback given to 
student work that is shared with the class anonymously. It seems likely that all students should 
learn from feedback offered in front of the class as a whole. The teacher establishes an 
atmosphere in the classroom (Sun, 2015; 2018) and that atmosphere is portrayed to all students. 
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What is unclear is whether the students whose work is shared anonymously recognize the 
feedback as being about their work and whether this has a greater impact if they do. Future 
researchers would need to ascertain whether anonymous students register the feedback as 
directed towards their work and then its effect over the long-term. Another possible factor is 
whether the feedback is negative or positive in nature. Researchers would also need to track how 
often the same students receive feedback. In other words, do teachers regularly give feedback to 
the same students in front of the class or do they fluctuate between all students in the class?  
Limitations and Future Research 
As with any research, qualitative or quantitative, there are a number of limitations 
inherent in the current study.  
Curriculum. According to the website where these and other videos and resources reside 
for teacher development, the Everyday Mathematics curriculum is designed to encourage a 
growth mindset. No doubt, the guidelines for teaching this particular curriculum affect the 
feedback that teachers give to students during their math lessons. This leaves open the question 
of how curricula that are not designed to encourage growth mindset might affect teacher 
feedback. It is possible that the abundance of growth-mindset-supportive feedback in this data set 
is due in large part to the curriculum. Further along these lines, we must wonder if these findings 
are specific to math lessons or if they would hold true in other subjects, as well. Tunstall and 
Gipps (1996) developed the typology from data obtained in Language Arts classes. Although 
they did not comment on the abundance of each type of feedback, it stands to reason that there 
must have been enough instances of each type of feedback to develop each category (they would 
not have developed a Type A, B, C or D had it not been fully represented by an abundance of 
examples of feedback in their data). Nonetheless, future research should look at more math 
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classes as well as other types of lessons such as reading, social studies, science, etc. Math is a 
particularly concrete subject, or at least that is the way it is taught in the United States. Although 
students come up with their own ways for achieving the right answers, there are rules and 
generally more favored processes for gaining an acceptable answer. Other subjects such as 
science, which values experimentation, and language arts, which values creativity, might foster 
different kinds of feedback. Future research should address these questions. Despite this caveat, 
it is important to reiterate that, in addition to looking at frequency of growth mindset feedback, 
which clearly occurred and may have been partially a function of the curriculum, part of the goal 
of this study was to test this typology and these recorded lessons provided an opportunity to find 
out that it is indeed useful for this line of research.  
Classroom environment. In addition, it would be useful to look at the overall climate of 
the classroom, in addition to individual utterances. As noted previously, some researchers have 
found that the general goal structure of a teachers’ classroom may endorse the development of a 
growth mindset (Shim, Cho & Cassady, 2013). We saw an instance in Teacher 2’s data where 
she addressed the class about persistence. It is clear that they often talk about persistence in the 
face of a challenge as being important in their classroom. What other aspects of her and other 
teachers’ classrooms affect the development of a growth mindset beyond just the feedback 
given? Does the feedback always indicate the type of goal structure a teacher promotes in 
general? Through looking at a teacher’s feedback in addition to several observations of the 
classroom environment, future research can ascertain whether feedback is enough or if looking at 
the classroom environment more comprehensively is necessary to understand the impact on 
growth mindset development in students. Along these lines, it would also be useful to look at 
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how the school climate (i.e., the administration’s focus on growth mindset, etc.) affect the 
individual teachers.  
Cross-sectional study. As is often the case, the cross-sectional nature of this study is a 
limitation for several reasons. First, we cannot see the effects of the feedback on the students 
long-term. Research has indicated that there are multiple benefits to students who receive 
consistent teacher feedback including increased comprehension, increased motivation and better 
teacher-student relationships (Henderlong Corpus, & Lepper, 2007; Marchant, & Anderson, 
2012; Pany, & McCoy, 1988). Second, we cannot ascertain whether the feedback we see is 
indicative of each teacher’s normal feedback. Certain factors might have influenced the amount 
and type of feedback that each teacher gave in this particular lesson. For example, some teachers 
might give abundant amounts of positive feedback in the morning when they are fresh and give 
more negative feedback in the afternoon when they are tired. The fact that this lesson was 
recorded could have caused teachers to give more positive feedback or more abundant feedback. 
Thus, we might not be getting a true sense of the teachers’ feedback from these particular 
lessons. A longer-term study would allow us to see these teachers multiple times and therefore to 
ascertain whether these particular lessons were indicative of their normal feedback habits. 
Finally, we do not know from these data what each teacher is like in other contexts such as small 
groups and one-on-one (although we did see some teachers who broke students out into small 
group and individual work within the context of the whole class lesson). It is possible that the 
type and amount of feedback that teachers give varies by setting. Future research should look at 
more than a single lesson for each teacher, at different times of day and with different contexts, 
ideally over the course of at least a semester if not a school year to address these issues.  
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  Using video data. Unfortunately, one of the drawbacks of using videos that were 
recorded for a purpose other than the current study’s analysis is that the clips are edited. 
There are breaks in the videos at points where the teacher might have provided feedback 
to students. This might be the case because the focus of these videos is on the teaching 
aspect of the lesson, not the interaction with students. For example: 
T: Alright, thank you, J. Let’s see if her number model matches her 
drawing. So, we have 9 birds, that’s how many she started with. She took 4 
away and she ended with 5. So, is this number model accurate?  
(6:03) break in video 
The break in the video is right in a place where the teacher likely gave feedback, however, it was 
edited out.  This means that there might be more instances of feedback than what we can see in 
these clips. Other instances that I found unclear or that referenced things that happened in 
previous parts of the lesson but were edited out were limiting because I could not rewind and 
find clarity in the video. Future research should use observations that are either natural or videos 
that are unedited or that were collected by the researcher herself in order to avoid this drawback.  
Teachers. Also inherent in using an online site that is meant as a teacher resource rather 
than as a repository for research is that the teachers who have shared videos of their lessons 
might not be indicative of the average teacher. Specifically, teachers who feature their videos on 
this site most likely are both confident and competent in their teaching skills. Seeing that these 
are likely exemplary teachers or on the higher end of the skill scale, it is not surprising that they 
are using feedback that is growth-mindset-supportive. In order to find out what happens with 
teachers who are not volunteering to serve as models for others, future research should include a 
diverse group of teachers with a wide range of skill set and experience.  
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Also, useful in regard to teachers would be to collect data on their own mindsets as well 
as their intentions and perceptions of their teaching in regard to student mindset. Gunderson et 
al., (2013) found that parents’ mindsets as well as what they hoped to instill in their children in 
regard to mindset did not always match up with the feedback that they gave to their children. In 
fact, many of them gave feedback that promoted a fixed mindset without even realizing it. Future 
research should investigate whether the same is true in teachers.  
Students. As already mentioned, we do not know how students feel about the feedback 
they receive. It is possible that they are embarrassed when they receive feedback in front of the 
whole class. This might depend on several factors including the child, the type and amount of 
feedback, the teacher-student relationship and more. It is possible that the feedback could affect 
individual students’ willingness to volunteer or share when called on by their teacher. If a student 
often receives negative feedback, they might refrain from volunteering or sharing. Likewise, if 
they have received positive feedback in the past, they might gain confidence and volunteer more 
often. It is also possible that the feedback that they receive affects their perception of their own 
intelligence and, in the long run, their mindset. Yet another unknown is whether the feedback 
offered affects all students in similar ways. All of these factors might, in turn, affect the type and 
amount of feedback that teachers give, thus creating an iterative cycle of student factors affecting 
the feedback offered and the feedback in turn affecting students. Future research can begin to 
address these issues, in part, through interviews of students. Hopefully, this line of questioning 
will inform training for professional development for teachers.  
Age level. The current study analyzed the feedback offered by first-grade teachers 
because they are the first teachers these students have in elementary school. It might be 
advantageous for future research to look even earlier at kindergarten or preschool to see what 
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type of feedback is offered to these young children and what effect it has on their mindset 
development. There is very little research available on this age group in relation to growth 
mindset, and even less in relation to feedback. Cancelliere (2016) found that kindergarten 
children developed more of a growth mindset after a multisession classroom intervention. 
Cimpian, Arce, Markman and Dweck (2007) found that 4 year olds’ reactions to challenges 
changed after receiving either generic or non-generic praise from a researcher. These studies 
indicate that children at this age are susceptible to both feedback and to a change in mindset, 
however, more research in this area is clearly needed, especially within the context of the 
classroom. Because the classroom context is quite different in preschool and kindergarten (with 
only semi-structured lessons), research on this age group would require a focus on other 
classroom activities such as engagement in individual and small group activities and classroom 
behavior. The opportunities for feedback might look quite different than that offered within the 
structured lessons of the elementary classroom and therefore a re-framing of the feedback 
environment might be necessary.  
Next Steps 
 For my doctoral dissertation, I intend to look more deeply into the issues raised by the 
current study. Specifically, I would like to adopt Sun’s (2015) framework for investigating how 
middle school teachers encourage and support a growth mindset in their classrooms. I would like 
to adopt her framework for a much younger group of students, either preschool, kindergarten or 
first grade. I intend to do a naturalistic, observational study of several teachers and classrooms 
over the course of at least a semester in order to ascertain the types of feedback they use, but also 
the other aspects of Sun’s framework, such as: 1) how students are sorted, 2) what classroom 
norms are set, 3) which types of math tasks are given and 4) which types of assessment are 
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provided. I intend to use a revised version of my typology to more deeply analyze the feedback 
that these teachers offer to their students and how often it is growth-mindset-supportive. By 
conducting this research, I will be adding a significant missing piece to the existing mindset 
literature.  
Conclusions 
It is commonly known that those in the STEM fields have a higher earning potential 
throughout their careers. We also know that math anxiety and a learner’s perception of 
themselves as a “math person” interferes with math achievement and the pursuit of STEM 
careers. As a result, identifying ways to support success in math is important. Growth-mindset 
supportive instruction is one potential way to do this. Research in laboratory settings and with 
interventions suggests that such instruction may be beneficial but preliminary observational 
studies have shown that the type of feedback in these settings is different from that in natural 
settings. Moving beyond a person-process approach to feedback and using the Tunstall and 
Gipps (1996) typology, findings from this study suggest that first-grade math teachers use an 
abundance of growth mindset feedback during whole class math lessons. Although useful and 
more informative than past tools, I recommend that the typology be revised to include positive 
and negative evaluative feedback as well as positive growth-mindset-supportive and constructive 
growth-mindset-supportive feedback categories. Further, attention must be paid to context and 
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APPENDIX A: TABLE 1 




Used to reward children for 
efforts in work or behavior 




Recognition in front of audience 
B1: 
Approving 
Warm expression of teacher 
approval of child’s work or 
behavior 
Expression of teacher’s 
personal pleasure or pride 
or engaging with the child 
in a personal way 
Often positive comparison 
Used to encourage 
Positive touch or smile 
Endearment (“sweetheart”) 
Comparisons (“the best one”) 
Praise (“very good. Well done, 
well tried. Good girl” 







expectations and specific 
guidelines for success 
Factual rather than conative 
Often followed by A1 or B1 
Identification of criteria for 
success (“this is well 
explained… (explains why”) 
Providing models (“we will…try 
to write a sentence together...”) 
Giving practice (“good girl, if 
you put that sound there, you 






processes or aspects of 
competence in child’s 
work, reflecting on it 
Conveys teacher as 
facilitator rather than judge 
Audience is important 
Allows comparison with past 
work and future 
development.  
Articulates processes child 
engaged in (“Polly thought that 
the apple was stick, hard and 
smooth so she wrote that…”) 
Articulates aspects of work 
(“Polly’s used two different 
types of green. Very good”) 
Teacher joining in as “learner” 
in an activity 
 
Table 1:  Feedback Typology: Positive Feedback (Adapted from Tunstall & Gipps, 1996a) 
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APPENDIX B: TABLE 2 
 Title Description Example 
NEGATIVE 
Evaluative A2: Punishing Used to express complete 
disapproval 
Often conveys sense of 
child being cast out of 
the classroom 
community 
Often used in front of 
whole class 
Removal from social contact 
Being deprived of something 
Destruction of work 
Removal of teacher or 
classmates as friends (“I’m not 




Used when child is 
considered at fault 
for behavior or work 
when lack of effort is 
considered the cause 
Disappointment and 
annoyance 
Used in front of whole 
class to reinforce 
acceptable behavior 
Negative volume and tone of 
voice 
Gestures such as pointing 
Gegative facial expressions 
Use of threats (“you’ll have to 
work in the hallway”) 
“I’m very disappointed in you” 
Annoyance (“put something 
sensible”) 
Use of labels (“silly boy”) 
Humiliation (“You are 6 (years 
old) not 3”) 
 
PROMOTING/ENCOURAGING IMPROVEMENT 
Descriptive C2: Specifying 
Improvement 
Used to specify where 
mistakes are in a task or 
aspect of behavior 
More neutral and 
dispassionate than B2 
Often directs children to 
engage in correcting 
activities themselves 
Specifying what’s wrong 
(“doesn’t look like an 8”) 
Correction (“just try that one 
again”) 
Specifying criteria (“go over all 
of them and write your equals 
sign”) 
Expression of expectation (“it’s 
labelled nicely but you could 
have started to do some writing 
about the froglets…”) 
Provision of teacher model 
(“You’re trying very hard. I 
want you to practice little a. I’ll 
draw you some.”  
Self-checking (“find out how to 






Suggesting instead of 
telling how to improve 
Identified mutually so that 
children have choices 
Teachers participating as 
learners-making 
suggestions, questioning 
Child Present to class-teacher 
praises as well as talks about 
development in future-whole 
class participates 
Diagnosing with child 
Specifying criteria 
Involving children in evaluating 
“are you happy with your 
story?” 
Comparison with previous 
performance 
Role reversal (teacher as learner) 
 




Table 2 (continued) 
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APPENDIX C: FIGURE 1 
 
 
Figure 1. Compiled teacher feedback. This figure illustrates the percentages of each type of 




















APPENDIX D: FIGURE 2 
 
Figure 2. Compiled growth-mindset-supportive teacher feedback. This figure illustrates the 
percentage of feedback given by all four teachers to their students that was supportive of a 










APPENDIX E: FIGURE 3 
 
Figure 3. Teacher 1 feedback. This figure illustrates the percentages of each type of feedback 




















APPENDIX F: FIGURE 4 
 
 
Figure 4. Teacher 1 growth-mindset-supportive feedback. This figure illustrates the percentage 









APPENDIX G: FIGURE 5 
 
 
Figure 5. Teacher 2 feedback. This figure illustrates the percentages of each type of feedback 




















APPENDIX H: FIGURE 6 
 
 
Figure 6. Teacher 2 growth-mindset-supportive feedback. This figure illustrates the percentage 
of feedback that was supportive of a growth mindset given in this math lesson by Teacher 2 to 
her students. 
 
Growth-
Mindset-
Supportive 
Feedback 87%
Other Feedback
13%
